
Objection to variation of License: - 

2)  
The proposed variation is to amend the hours for the sale of alcohol and opening 
hours to 06:00 to 00:00 every day of the week. 

We would like to register our objections to this proposed variation of license, for the following 
reasons: - 

A) the store is immediately adjacent to a residential area.

B) The noise levels at these times (6:00am to 0:00) WILL be disruptive to sleep, causing an adverse
effect on our health and wellbeing. 

C) It would appear that this would also entail further noise and disruption, by refrigerated delivery
lorries, PRE the 6:00am opening and AFTER the current 10pm Closing time, up to, and beyond 0:00 
midnight. 

D) the additional noise and car lights in the carpark at the proposed new times, the noise and
disruption of shoppers, banging their car doors and car boots, plus their shopping trolleys etc would 
be stressful in the extreme. 

We trust you will take these objections seriously when considering the matter, and see fit for the 
proposed variations to be rejected accordingly. 

Many thanks for your considerations. 

Kind Regards 

Debbie Mansfield, 
Brian Mansfield, 
David Finnigan. 

17, Queens Road, 
Sudbury,  
Suffolk, 
CO10 1UH  

Appendix C



Good evening, 

  

I have recently seen the small poster regarding the change in opening hours. However nearby 
properties have not been informed. 

  

This is primarily a residential area. There is a significant impact on residents already with deliveries 
being made at various times, sometimes by refrigerated lorriesas early as 5.30am and ground 
maintenance being carried out early on Sundays and bank holidays. 

  

The steps leading to queens road often have a congregation of young people, sometimes drinking , I 
am concerned that this will increase with the extended opening hours. 

  

I see no benefit to customers, residents or staff by allowing this licence to be approved. 

  

Regards, 

  

Vanessa Savine 

2 Suffolk Square  
Sudbury  
CO10 1UJ 
 


